Business as usual by Gary Bate
The tyrants get their way because they have the ability to punish you if you don't do as your told.
This piece is a good example - https://freewestmedia.com/2021/11/29/omicron-war-ignitedbecause-south-africa-stopped-vaccine-deliveries/
The CEO of Johnson & Johnson is a Zionist. The CEO's of all the vaccine companies are Zionists,
including the Sputnik V. It's a global Zionist takeover through their multi-national companies. The
governments are manipulated to toe the line e.g. no tourism, no funding, fines, isolation, whatever.
I sent you this clip because it makes it clear how this World is run. Unfortunately, at the end of it,
the narrator tries to make out that Hitler was the real war hero. I disagree with this and I am not a
white supremacist. However, I would say that the first 40 minutes is accurate.
https://archive.org/details/etlb_natsoc_united/Europa+The+Last+Battle+(12)++Operation+Trust+Deception.mp4
If Maxwell doesn't go down for the rest of her life, you'll know it's because of the Biden appointed
judge, Alison Nathan. Let's hope she does the righteous thing and all the pedophiles get revealed...
Biden is apparently meeting with Putin before Christmas. What are they planning? Another war?
The idea that Russia & China are enemies and pose threats to the 'West' is ludicrous! It's all political
theartre to entertain the masses (just like Trump was going to lock up Hilary and drain the swamp).
I always wondered why it never kicked off between Russia and Israel (over Syria and Lebanon),
even when Israel shot down one of Putin's fighter jets. Then there were the Bibi invites to Russia's
annual victory day events. To learn of Vlad's long-term friendship with the Bush family put it all
into perspective for me.
Everyone now knows that Gates and Fauci have been doing business (business as usual) in China.
The British and the Americans (the few Zionists) never really left China, indeed, China is their
blueprint for the rest of the World.
So will there shortly be a war with Russia or China - a nuclear WW3 as well as this bio-weapon
World war? I think so. They're itching to start it over the bread-basket of the World – Ukraine.
Remember their goal: build back in their image, keep trimming the herd and topping up the coffers.
Now here's the problem for the common people. 80% still have their rose-tinted glasses on and the
other 20% think they're going to change this World for the better just by marching with placards...
It's not going to work...
They have proven that they can create a new psychological narrative one day and dictate to us how
we are to live the next day. Currently they can literally do whatever they want. Here's what's
coming and what is here now: https://t.me/drchristianenorthrup/3112 (on Telegram).
Back to Hitler. Like I said, I don't think he was a hero, but I do think he was a Rothchild's Zionist
stooge; just like Churchill was. You have to understand the game here – propagandise war for your
military industrial complex to profit from and create war for the same reason, with the added
benefits of building back in your own image and trimming. War is a deliberate profitable scam.
I'm sorry to turnover your cart but really this World is nothing like you thought it was ~ Gary Bate.

